lotroduetloo This paper presents a novel marching-on-m-time (MOT) based scheme for solving a time domain integral equation (TDIE) pertinent to the analysis of plane wave scattering from (potentially nodinearly loaded) nonplanar doubly periodic smuchlrcs with unit cells comprising perfect electrically conducting (PEC) elements and inhomogeneous dielectric volumes (Fig. 1) . Historioally, the analysis of transient scattering from doubly periodic smchlres has been carried out predominately using finite difference time domain methods, see e.g. [I]. Unfortunately, when the periodic s m e h r e is excited by obliquely incident fields, noncausal terms enter the FDTD update equations (unless specific measures . we taken). Within a TDIE framework, the same problem arises, though it is easily resolved through the use of time-shifted temporal basis function in combination with bandlimited extrapolation methods 121. Unformnately, at present, these TDIE solvers remain computationally expensive, which precludes their application to the analysis of real-world, complicated smchres. A recently developed Floquet wave-based TDIE salver [3] relieves this burden by expanding fields generated by quiescent and bandlimited periodic currents into time domain Fiquet waves (TDFWs) [4] . By evolving this expansion using so-called blocked FFT methods [5], the solver delailed in 131 permits the efficient analysis of discrefelyplanar, free-standing, PEC struchnes. This paper presents an improvement of the scheme in 131 aimed at rendering the solver applicable to nonplanar stlllchrcs. Specifically, it introduces a scheme for evolving TDFW mode amplitudes along one-dimensional domains that permits their efficient evaluation not only on the source plane, but also removed from it. The proposed scheme evolves individual TDFWs using a spectral scheme supplemented with Huygen's based boundary conditions. The resulting scheme applies without difliculty to nonplanar doubly periodic smchlres comprising PEC and sculptured dielectric substrates.
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The timemarching scheme Consider a doubly periodic combined PEC-dielectric ~tlllcture that is excited by an oblique incident plane wave of maximum temporal frequency U,-. To analyze scattering from this structure, a TDIE can be consmcted in t e m of the induced PEC surface and dielectric polarization currents residing in one af the slmchlre's cells (Wically referred to as the mother cell). This equation can be solved by MOT methods.
Key to this scheme is B capability to evaluate the so-called "scattered field", produced by present and past currents residing on the array. Ihe reader is referred to [Z] for details regarding the consmetion of the MOT system. In the remainder of this paper, the focus is on an efficient scheme for computing the fields produced by doubly periodic transient though bandlimited sources using TDFW concepts. Only a scalar version of the scheme is presented to minimize notational overhead.
Consider a SOWCC at r' (on the mother cell), and with a temporal signature g ( t )
(bandlimited by U , , ) , which produces a scalar field F(r, t) = G(r,r',t) * g(t), where *' I' denotes temporal convolution, the Green's function is cm = -sin 8"' cos #9 -sin 8" sin p? -cos 8'=i is the direction of the incident wave, c is the wave speed in the free space, r& = mD.2 + no,?, and Dr and 0, denote unit cell dimensions along z andy, respectively. To eficiently evaluate F(r,t) , the source signal g(t) is decomposed in terms of approximate prolate spheriodal wave functions (APSWFs) as g(t) = C,g(iAt)P(t -iAt,T,, wo,n) where At is the time step and T, is the temporal support of P(t,T,,uO,n). Correspondingly. the field is also decomposed into sub-fields, vir. F(r,t) = C,<(r,t) , and each sub-field is due to the sample g(iAt)P(t -iAt,T,,w,,n)ofthe source signal. It follows that each sub-field S(r,t), if observed after the corresponding APSWF vanishes, can be effciently calculated using a TDFW-based scheme; specifically, 
P'I 8 , * e"("-'*'g(iAt)P(t -; A t , Tp,uo,Q)
The above equations lead to a very simple and higher-order accurate scheme for tracking TDFW amplitudes that permits their recovery not only on, but also off the source plane.
Specifically, for each time step, the field ? ( r , t ) can be evaluated through a three-stage scheme that bears significant similarity 10 the plane wave time domain (PWTD)
. First, as shown in (12), the source signal on the mother cell is projected from the source point to the reference point resulting in N,,,. source rays S,,(k,,t).
Next, substituting the source rays S,,(k., t ) into the right hand side of the PDE in (IO), results in Nma PDEs. The solution of each PDE, viz.P,,(k,, t ) , is termed afeld ray. The signature of the field rays GPs(k,, t ) can be evolved aver a given and finite spatial domain using a spectral time-stepping scheme in conjunction with Huygen'r based boundary conditions. Finally, as shown in (6), the field at the observer can be obtained by summing up the contributions from all the TDFWs followed by projecting the Nmod. field rays from the reference point to the observer.
Numerical results
The 
where fc = 1.2 GHz is the eeoter frequency of the incidcnl wave, c = 6 / ( 2 7~&~) and t, = 60 with fh = 1.2 GHz termed the "bandwidth" of the signal. The geomehy is discretired in terms of 1908 spatial unknowns. The time step is At=20.83 ps and 1024 time steps are used in the analysis. Fony-nine TDFWs, viz. N,,r, =49, are used in the time-marching scheme. The result obtained from thc timemarching scheme is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain and compared against data from a frequency domain penodic method of moments (P-MOM) code. The power transmission coefficients of the srmcfure we shown in Fig. 2 . A good agreement between the two data sets is obsewed.
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Fig. 1 Illustration ofthe doubly penodic
